
Suggested Steps to Disputing A Tax Credit Overpayment Bill 
 
PLEASE NOTE: if you have a Tax Credit court case pending against you, see Getting 
Court Cases Stopped (see appendix A) for emergency steps to get the court case 
stopped! 
 

Please be aware that Disputes and Appeals are different processes. You can only Appeal if 
you have what’s called an ‘entitlement issue’. These are where you think HMRC have ruled 
wrongly on an element of your entitlement. (i.e. they have your number of working hours / 
children / other circumstances wrong. e.g. they claim you only have 1 child when you have 
2, or that you weren’t working enough hours when you were). The Appeals process is more 
straightforward and often fairer for the claimant, so do ask yourself; ‘am I arguing with 
HMRC over entitlement?’ If the answer is yes; Appeal instead. To deal with an Appeal, 
please go to this site. The following guide describes the more complex Dispute process 
only, because the majority of overpayments can only be dealt with through the dispute 
process.  
 

Please note that there is not actually a very well defined route through this process.  
Sometimes you may be bounced back and forth, out of order, but during that time they 
cannot (read "should not"; but you can get it stopped if they try) recover money, add fees or 
summon you to court. Although this guide seems long, you do not have to do everything at 
once. Most of it is waiting for one stage to finish before another one can start.  
 
A couple of tips for you; 

• When writing dispute  letters aim to get them to give you the answers to what 
happened, when, even if it only comes out at that stage’s refusal, because then you 
can use that information for the next stage. Get them doing the leg work, not you. 

 

• Defend yourself on the basis of HMRC’s claims against you. i.e. don’t fight points 
they aren’t trying to blame on you. However, do include any HMRC mistakes, 
whether they acknowledge them or not. 

 

• Keep your points relevant. HMRC are looking to blame you because apparently you 
‘should have known the award payments were wrong’. Discussing political opinions, 
other benefits you have or haven’t had problems with, or in-depth details of your 
employment or personal life will only be ignored. However if you suffered mental 
heath problems, loss of a loved one, major illness or other trauma around the time 
the overpayment occurred, do make sure to emphasise this. Most of the dispute will 
focus on whether you met the responsibilities outlined in COP26. (see page 3 of 
COP26) 

 

• Deadlines issued by HMRC are deadlines to respond, not repay. So if a letter 
demanding recovery states a deadline make sure to contact them by that date to say 
you are continuing to dispute. 

 

• Do not discuss details of a dispute over the phone with HMRC. Ring to inform them 
a dispute is on the way if you’re cutting a deadline fine, but do not handle the dispute 
over the phone, regardless of who rang who. You have a far better record of who 
said what / when if you deal with everything by letter. You also have far more time to 
compose your answers and focus on the issues properly. Don’t let them catch you in 
a rush. 
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• Don't let them in if they turn up on your doorstep (tell them you are in dispute and will 
not discuss it in person) and do not agree to a meeting. Insist the dispute be handed 
in writing if they try either of these. It’s rare that they attempt this, but forewarned is 
forearmed.  

 
Step 1a Request to Reconsider Recovery (RRR) 
The first step of disputing should be the 'Request to Reconsider Recovery of Overpayment' 
(RRR) form (Appendix B), also called a TC846. A letter will do instead, but this form is 
quick and pretty easy. Do not spend too long filling it in, and in fact use question 11 on the 
form to demand answers rather than give too much details about your own defence.  
 
Suggested content for RRR / TC846:  
 
Boxes 1 to 7 are obvious. Name, address, etc. If you claimed any of the overpaid awards 
with an ex-partner, you need to provide their details. 
 
No. 8:  Write ‘all overpaid awards in my name’ 
 
No. 9:  Don’t tick any of the boxes in this section. Just leave it blank. 
 
No. 10:  Leave the first and last question blank for this section and just tick yes for ‘we 
made a mistake’ 
 
No. 11: Ignore the date column and just write in the details column;  
“I dispute responsibility for the alleged tax credit overpayment(s) I have been recently 
notified of. Please provide a complete breakdown of how this / these overpayment(s) 
occurred, what changes and calculations were made to these awards, where you got the 
information from for these calculations and all other figures involved including current 
balances.  
As I am now disputing the overpayment’s all threats to pursue ‘further action’ must now 
cease as per your own code of practice; COP26.”   
 
No. 12:  Write in first box; “ALL CONTACT MUST BE IN WRITING ONLY.” 
 
No. 13: Sign and date it. 
 
Take a copy and then get the form sent in by recorded delivery to the address at the top of 
the form as soon as you can. 
 
If you are currently making repayments towards the overpayment stop them once you have 
returned this form. You can not be expected to repay while you are disputing the 
overpayment. 
 
If HMRC hassle you for repayment or affect your current tax credit payments, complain, 
using our Dispute Status complaint  letter (Appendix C); state that you are still in Dispute 
and as per their own Code of Practice (COP26) they should not be seeking to recover until 
this process has been exhausted. 
 
This stage is only over if and when they write to inform you they have “decided not to write 
off the overpayment”. Until they make this statement, all the other external agencies you 
can present your case to will keep bouncing your case back to HMRC. 
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Step 1b Claim your data  
While you are waiting for a response to your Request to Reconsider Recovery claim your 
data using the Data Protection Act S.A.R. template letter (E). Send to this address;  
 
HM Revenue & Customs – Tax Credits 
SAR Team, Floor 1 Area E, 
St Marks House, Stanley Street 
Preston,  
PR1 4AT  
 
HMRC have to send you all relevant case information they have on your Tax Credits 
awards. This may or may not include disc copies of any phone calls you made that they 
recorded.  

 
While you are waiting for them to supply your data, use any notes you have or any details 
you remember to rough out what you know in date (old to new) order. Anything can be 
useful. Phone bills might give dates of calls made to HMRC etc. 

  
If they delay in supplying your data, or no calls have been supplied, or there seems to be 
other information missing, you can complain to HMRC and the Information Commissioner’s 
Office.  Send our ‘Missing Data Complaint’ template letter (Appendix F) with the aim of 
forcing HMRC to supply it. 
 
Step 2 Write a case history &  2nd tier complaint  
If and when the first dispute stage fails, move on to 2nd tier complaints, during which you 
should stress that this is also still a dispute, not just a complaint. We recommend you do 
this by writing a case history (or case letter). It just needs to be in date order with brief 
outlines of what happened at each stage; mainly what mistakes you know of, when you 
contacted HMRC, or when you received relevant letters and calls from them.  
 
Although it may take a while to track down dates, times and information for your history, I 
promise you that in terms of your dispute it will become very useful. HMRC are looking to 
blame you for the overpayment by claiming you failed to meet your responsibilities to 
check,  correct and keep your award updated (see page 3 of COP26 for a full list). Add any 
relevant information supplied in HMRC’s response to the RRR stage (Step 1a) or in the 
SAR information (Step 1b), but make sure to highlight and sum up with anything you 
contest or feel wasn’t addressed in their response to the RRR / TC846. (Such as dates of 
events or allegations that you failed to act, etc). See a Guide to Translating Your Data & 
Writing Case Histories for more detail (Appendix G). 
 
Send your case history with covering letter template (Appendix H), stressing issues that 
may have gone ignored, or to question how reasonable the decision was.  Send to either 
the address the last response came from, or if none is provided; 
 
2nd Tier Complaints Section 
Tax Credit Office  
Preston  
PR1 OYP 
 
Copy in your MP, using MP covering letter (Appendix I), to make her/him aware of your 
case.   
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Throughout all this, keep full records of any contact with HMRC: dates, times and content 
of telephone calls and who you spoke to, copies of letters, etc.  
If HMRC hassle you for repayment or affect your current tax credit payments, complain, 
using Dispute Status complaint (Appendix C); state that you are still in Dispute and as per 
their own Code of Practice (COP26) they should not be seeking to recover until this 
process has been exhausted. 
 
This stage is only over if and when they write to inform you they have “decided not to write 
off the overpayment”. Please note that it is common to receive a partial success. i.e. one or 
more portions of the overpayment may be written off at this stage if HMRC accept they 
caused the event that created that particular portion. This is good and typical of most 
overpayment disputes, as they are won bit by bit, one round at a time.  
 
Step 3 Contact Your MP   
If you haven’t already, send your MP your case history and any responses you have had. 
Include a covering letter outlining your complaint (Appendix I), and ask them to contact 
HMRC on your behalf to dispute that you should be made responsible for the error.  
 
We have lots of evidence that active involvement of your MP goes a long way to a 
successful outcome, but actually the minimum you need them to do is use their letter-
headed writing paper, as it does seem to make a difference to how cases are handled.  
 
Your MP does have to act on your behalf; it is their duty. They have access to a specialist 
MP Tax Credit Hotline to help them deal with your case quicker, so tell them to use it. If 
your MP does not act on your behalf, advise them that you will make a complaint against 
them. It’s probably quicker and more convenient for you to deal with your MP (or their staff) 
via telephone or email. Both contact details should be freely publically available (to find out 
who your MP is go here http://findyourmp.parliament.uk/)  
 
At this stage the MP will probably want to have one last try to reason with HMRC and will 
therefore write to HMRC on your behalf. This isn’t strictly necessary, but let them if they do 
it. Otherwise ask them to forward your dispute to The Adjudicators Office (next step) 
 

Step 4 The Adjudicator’s Office  (AO) 
The AO will investigate specific cases and come to a decision. In certain circumstances this 
decision can also be challenged. When the AO first receives your complaint / dispute they 
will first of all acknowledge it, then eventually follow it up by letting you know they have 
written to HMRC to ask for their version of events and saying when they expect to hear 
from HMRC. 
 
HMRC will eventually respond by producing a report that outlines how they feel the 
overpayment occurred, and why they feel it is your fault. If your MP is handling this stage 
for you (highly recommended) then they will more than likely ask for your comments on the 
AO’s report. Use your case history and data to help remind you of events and write a 
response that highlights each point you disagree with, and any relevant information or 
context such as family emergencies, ill health etc that was happening at the time of any 
events / dates mentioned.            
 
Remember to keep your points relevant. The AO’s remit is to look into issues on the 
following points; Mistakes, Unreasonable delays, Poor or misleading advice, inappropriate 
staff behaviour. So discuss only what HMRC have discussed, and anything relevant they 
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are attempting to brush over (i.e. misadvised, failure to act on information provided, etc). 
             
The AO may give you a ridiculously short deadline in which to respond to the report. 
Something like 10 days to go through a 10 page document and write a response. Given 
that by this time this stage has usually taken at least 3 months, this is even more unfair. Do 
not be bullied into rushing your response. If you cannot make the deadline use the AO 
Deadline complaint template (Appendix J) to complain that you have not been given 
enough time and to issue your own, more reasonable deadline.  
 
If HMRC hassle you for repayment or affect your current tax credit payments, complain, 
using Dispute Status complaint (Appendix C); state that you are still in Dispute and as per 
their own Code of Practice (COP26) they should not be seeking to recover until this 
process has been exhausted. 
 
Again it is common to receive a partial success at this stage. The AO may decide that 
HMRC are responsible for one or more portions of the overpayment and rule that this 
portion be written off. Or HMRC may even admit to it in their report now that they have a 
watchdog looking at their actions. This is good and typical of most overpayment disputes, 
as they are won bit by bit, one round at a time.  
 
This stage is only over if and when the Adjudication Officer writes to inform you they have 
“decided not to uphold (all of) your complaint”. Before moving on to the next stage respond 
back to the AO complaining if any issues have been left unaddressed / acknowledged and / 
or you feel the decision is unreasonable.   See Failed Dispute response template (Appendix 
D). 
 
Step 5 The Parliamentary Ombudsman (PO) 
The Parliamentary Ombudsman can carry out independent investigations into complaints 
about government departments - and you will be complaining about HMRC (and possibly 
even the AO and their handling of your complaint / dispute). The PO investigate that the 
service being complained about kept to its own policies. In this case that is COP 26. 
 
Prepare your complaint (i.e. update your case history / letter with all the recent events 
making sure to include in the summary what points of COP26 you feel they haven’t met), 
and then send to your MP and request s/he refers your case to the Parliamentary 
Ombudsman. Note that your MP cannot refuse to refer your case to the Parliamentary 
Ombudsman and you do need the MP to be the one to send the initial complaint in.  
            
If HMRC hassle you for repayment or affect your current tax credit payments, complain, 
using Dispute Status complaint (Appendix C); state that you are still in Dispute and as per 
their own Code of Practice (COP26) they should not be seeking to recover until this 
process has been exhausted. 
 
Again, it is common to receive a partial success at this stage. The PO may decide that 
HMRC are responsible for one or more portions of the overpayment and rule that this 
portion be written off, or HMRC may even admit to it in their response to the PO.  
 
This stage is only over if and when the PO writes to inform you they have “decided not to 
uphold (all of) your complaint”. If you are still left with an outstanding amount, respond back 
to the PO complaining if any issues have been left unaddressed / acknowledged and / or 
you feel the decision is unreasonable. See Failed Dispute response template (Appendix D).  
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Final options 
If, after the previous steps, you still have a bill outstanding, there are a couple of options 
that may be suitable.  
 
Legal Aid - First of all, do please check whether you are entitled to Legal Aid. The 
intervention of a solicitor may help persuade HMRC the case is too much work to continue 
with. 
 
Hardship Assessment - The other possible option is pleading hardship. If your financial 
circumstances are very tight, and you can prove this, tell HMRC it would cause you 
hardship to repay the overpayment and they will perform a means assessment. This 
basically involves taking details from you of your expenses and income (usually done by 
phone but they may ask you to send proof of your expense figures).  They have allowable 
amounts for each bill and will then deduct the allowable costs from your income. The 
remaining figure is considered your ‘disposable income’ and HMRC will allot up to half that 
figure as your monthly repayment plan. If the amount is very small or you have no 
disposable income HMRC will agree to delay recovery until your ‘circumstances have 
improved’ (note; it’s pretty unofficial as to whether HMRC will ever actually come back to 
you should they agree you are currently in hardship). You don’t have to be in dire straits to 
request a hardship assessment, but it will only get a bill written off if your finances are very 
tight. 
 
If you still have a bill, can’t get a write off agreed and can’t afford the repayment plan 
HMRC have decided, do demand a hardship assessment to get the monthly repayment 
amounts reduced. HMRC can’t demand a higher rate of repayment than their hardship 
assessment allows for. 
 
Appendix 
A) Getting Court Cases Stopped 
B) RRR / TC846 form 
C) Dispute Status complaint template letter 
D) Failed Dispute response template letter 
E) SAR template letter 
F) Missing Data Complaint template letter 
G) How to write a Case History / Translate Data 
H) HMRC Dispute cover letter template 
I) HMRC / MP/ AO cover letter 
J) AO Deadline Complaint template  
 
To use the template letters, please only keep in the information that is relevant to your 
case. All text in red is meant to be either filled in fully (i.e. dates and numbers etc) or as 
suggested content only and should be removed if not applicable.  
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Appendix A 

 
Getting TC Court cases stopped 

 
If you have been summoned to court (not just threatened with court action) the priority is to 
get the court case stopped. You have good grounds to do this as HMRC should not be 
pursuing overpayments through the courts unless you have been completely ignoring their 
letters. 
 
The first thing to do is contact your MP as soon as possible. If s/he needs persuading that 
s/he needs to act immediately (i.e. now) insist s/he is your only representation in this matter 
and it is her/his duty to uphold your rights and s/he is the only one who can contact the 
following offices on your behalf.  Your MP’s phone number should be in your local 
telephone directory and they most likely have a website too. Their office and staff should be 
available weekdays during office hours. To find out who your MP is go here 
http://findyourmp.parliament.uk/  
  

• Get them to ring The MP Tax Credit Hotline.  S/he will need your National Insurance 
number. Get them to lodge a complaint that the Dispute process has not been 
exhausted and order that the court case withdrawn.   

 
• Get them to CONFIRM the case has been halted.  

 
• If HMRC will not confirm it, the MP or you need to ring the issuing court (although 

this will probably be for guidance on exactly who to contact to get it stopped) and 
insist that the case needs stopping as HMRC have no right to pursue you through 
court when the dispute process has not been exhausted.  

 
• If the case is already at hearing, or the above steps don’t get it stopped, repeat in 

court at every available opportunity that HMRC are attempting to circumnavigate 
their own dispute process by taking the case through court when the dispute process 
has not been exhausted. The judge should very quickly accept this point, but if not 
state that you feel now both HMRC and the court are infringing Article 6 of the 
Human rights act; Right  to a Fair Trial. 
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Appendix B – RRR/TC846 form 
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Appendix C - Dispute Status complaint                                                        
          

(Your Address) 
 
                                                                             
 
          (Date) 
 
 
 
Overpayments Dispute Team,  
Tax Credit Office,  
Preston,  
PR1 0SB 
(Or the address on the latest HMRC response) 
 
Your Ref: (your National Insurance number) 
 

Complaint 
 
 
Dear Sir / Madam,  
 
I have recently been contacted again by HMRC regarding an alleged overpayment. 
 
I wish to point out that my case is in dispute, whether you have acknowledged it or not. As 
such HMRC must comply with your code of practice (COP26) that states recovery or action 
linked to recovery must be halted until the process has been exhausted.  
 
I require confirmation in writing that you intend to comply with this, as well as confirmation 
of the status of my Dispute. 
 
I intend to continue disputing responsibility for this ‘overpayment’ and as such I am 
including my MP (and the AO/ PO) in this communication. 
 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
(Signed) 
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Appendix D - Failed Dispute response template 
          (Your address) 

 
(Date) 
 

Your ref: (your NI number) 
 
Dear Sir / Madam, 
     Complaint  
 
In response to the recently denied Request to Reconsider Recovery, I continue to dispute responsibility and 
recovery of the alleged overpayment. 
 
HMRC’s response to the RRR failed to address several issues. The main one being that I contacted TCO 
several times to update you on our changes of circumstances, and again when it was apparent that this 
information was not acted on. The fact that this information was not logged is not my responsibility. (AND 
ANYTHING ELSE THAT HAVE NOT BEEN CONSIDERED PROPERLY) 
 
After receiving advice I now insist that this and other issues are addressed: 
 

1. Please state clearly which payments (amounts and dates) made to myself were provisional 
payments. I dispute any responsibility for any payments made using information I did not supply for 
that year’s award.  

 
2. I would like an explanation for the £X lump sum paid in to my account on (rough date). I did ring to 

enquire at the time, but was told clearly that it was correct. 
 

3. Official errors have been admitted, but not explained.  I demand a full account of the errors and the 
impact they had over the course of all relevant accounts. 

 
4. At least part of my award was paid through my employer.  I would like a clear record of what 

information and payments my employer was given, including the basis for the figures, the dates and 
which years award it was relevant to. Please state when you sent my employer a stop notice and 
what steps you took to ensure it was received. 

 
5. Please state clearly the amount, date and reason for the manually arranged payments made. 

 
6. I have recently received a response to my SARN application for all data held on me, yet the data 

supplied was not complete. Can you explain why I have no / few copies of telephone calls? If you did 
not record those calls I would like a clear statement to that effect. 

 
7. I am fully aware that HMRC has been made to admit fundamental failings and as such alleged 

overpayments from the first 2 years of delivery (03/04 & 04/05) are to be treated with more 
reasonableness and leniency because it is not reasonable for me to be expected to know what was 
going wrong at your end when you did not. Please clarify why this ‘leniency’ is not being applied to my 
case.  

 
8. I could not reasonably have known the payments were wrong because I supplied all required 

information on time. 
 

9. As I have now split from the partner I made the overpaid claim with, I demand the bill be split 50/50, 
and you seek to recover his / her portion from them only.  

 
Please note I am aware of the legislation that states that you should not seek recovery while I continue this 
dispute. As such I expect you and all your departments to comply with that legislation and to respond quickly. 
 
(Signed) 
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Appendix E -  SAR template letter              
(Your Address) 

 
 
 

(Date)  
TO; HM Revenue & Customs – Tax Credits 
Subject Access Request Team 
Floor 1 Area E, 
St Marks House 
Stanley Street 
Preston,  
PR1 4AT  
 
 
Ref: (Your NI number) 
 
Data Protection Act 1998  
Subject Access Request 
 
Dear Sir or Madam,  
 
Please would you supply me with a complete list of personal data you hold on me. You 
should be aware that personal data can be held in written information, e-mails, electronic 
documents, photographs, CCTV images, telephone conversations and include recorded 
opinions about or intentions regarding myself. 
 
Additionally, where there has been any event in the account history over this period which 
has required any manual intervention by any member of your staff or any other person, I 
require disclosure of any indication or notes which have either caused or resulted in that 
manual intervention in relation to my account. 
 
If you are unable to supply the information in relation to manual intervention because there 
has been no such manual intervention, then please be kind enough to confirm this in your 
response to this request. 
 
This is my request to access ALL the data held by you and any other company associated 
with you about myself. You should be fully aware of the statutory obligations under the Data 
Protection Act 1998 and that any failure to comply with this request could result in a 
contravention of the said Act. 
 
You have 40 Days in which to comply. 
Yours sincerely  
 

(Signed) 
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Appendix F - Missing Data Complaint template letter 
                   

(Your Address) 
 
 
 
 

(Date)  
To: DATA COMPLIANCE OFFICER 
TAX CREDIT OFFICE 
PRESTON 
PR1 0SB 
 
 
 
Your Ref: (Your NI number) 
 

Complaint 
To whom it may concern 
 
I requested under the Data Protection Act copies of all data concerning my Tax Credit 
awards and claims.  
 
I have not received any data / I received some data but not all; I notice that it includes no 
copies of any phone calls I made regarding my claim (and anything else missing). My data 
access and legal rights include insisting that I be supplied with the requested information so 
as to represent and defend myself.  
 
If you fail to supply copies I will make further complaint to the Information Commissioner’s 
Office that you are infringing my rights and failing to comply with the law. If you do not have 
a record of this information for whatever reason, I would like a clear statement to that effect 
to avoid the implication that it is missing purely because I did not ring or post information to 
you. 
 
I require confirmation within 10 working days that you have received this letter, intend to 
acknowledge my rights AND will suspend further recovery action until you fulfil your 
obligation. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
(Signed) 
 
CC: The Information Commissioner's Office,  
Wycliffe House,  
Water Lane,  
Wilmslow,  
Cheshire,  
SK9 5AF 
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Appendix G - How to write a Case History and translate SAR data 
 
This is not going to be the easiest task, but a few hours work and the steps suggested 
below should cover it. I find this the easiest and most convenient method to work with for 
several reasons; It sets the events out in time order and helps demonstrate the confusion 
and complexity of most awards, It saves having to duplicate information in continuing 
letters, It’s a practical and speedy way to apprise others (e.g. MPs) of your case details, It 
can be updated as events and dispute stages unfold.  
 
Note that it ends with an overview and conclusion of the case and your experiences. This 
should include a statement something like; “I reported changes / attempted to correct errors 
and because of this believed the payments / award was correct, therefore it is 
unreasonable to recover the overpayment as I have already spent the money in good faith.” 
 
A)  When you receive the data it will probably be a bundle of (around 200 to 300) A4 

photocopies that look repeated and gibberish.  
 
- Typically half of these pages are plain text print outs containing claimant personal data, 

i.e. names, ages, family, N.I. numbers etc. Usually I find these bits pretty useless.  
 
- ‘Screen captures’ (they look like a photo of a computer screen) will hold the most detail.  
 
- There should also be copies of any letters sent or received about your award / dispute. 
 
- Copies of any forms sent (but usually not the initial claim forms and awards notices, 

unfortunately) such as Income Declarations and RRR forms. 
 
- An abbreviations key so that you can translate some of the jargon on the data. These 

are rarely sent out, so if you don’t get one you can download our abbreviations key.  
 
- A disc containing copies of any recorded phonecalls you made to HMRC re your Tax 

Credits award and a list of information about the calls, such as dates, times and notes. 
They have only recently promised to record most calls, and have ‘lost’ quite a few 
million too due to ‘technical error’, so they may not have copies of any calls you made 
(they swear this isn’t a fix, honest) or they may have just decided to not send them if 
they do have them. (Missing Data Complaint letter (Appendix F) to demand calls if they 
are not supplied)  

 
 A1) To ‘translate’ the data for dispute purposes I separate the documents out in the Tax 

Years and use this template: Case History Working Sheet (Appendix K). I find it helps 
me keep track of where they got what figure from, what the figures should be and what 
errors have been spotted.  

 
- Please note that I don’t actually focus on what payments where made when etc. (so 

please do some quick maths to check that they did pay you at least the figure they claim 
you are overpaid by). 

 
- At this point please remember that HMRC operate each year as a separate account and 

that their ‘year’ runs from the 6th of April one year to the 5th of April the following year. 
So you will check documents not just for the date they were produced / sent but also for 
the date / tax year they are relevant for.  
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A2) Remember some of the most common causes of overpayments: 
  

I. Zeroing of income (a fault in their computers). 
 

II. Relationships ending / starting and births and deaths cause entitlement to vary. 
 

III. Entitlement being ‘annulled’ (cancelled) – allegedly because of late income 
declarations, wrong relationship status etc. 

 

IV. Design of system; it works on ‘old’ circumstance details, so even without errors 
overpayments happen. This still needs disputing as we were not warned of this 
gamble and spent the money in good faith.  

 

V. Varying income, jobs, working hours, childcare costs, etc. HMRC cannot calculate 
the effects quickly enough while continuing to pay the now wrong amount. 

 

VI. HMRC failing to act on claimants notifying them of Changes of Circumstances 
(despite their constant carping on about claimants not advising these).  This should 
be disputed because HMRC’s inaction and/or error mean they caused the 
overpayments to increase.  

 
A3) Read through any dispute letters supplied to add to the case notes you roughed out. 

Just bullet point issues such as errors mentioned, i.e. income given as zero. Note 
anything you are unsure of or which you disagree with in the right tax year section of 
your notes.  

 

Do the same with the forms and scan the plain text print outs for any non-existent 
people at your address, unusual number of children, etc. Note that any abbreviations 
here should be checked. ‘IS’ means that they have you down as receiving Income 
Support at this point – is this right?  

 

The screen captures will provide probably the most information. Some of them will show 
payment schedules (dates & amounts of payments made); some will show ‘events’ 
(Changes of Circumstances. CoC’s) and income and circumstance changes reported. 
Some will show calculations for awards (these should show what income figure/ 
circumstances they based the award on, what they intended to pay, what they have 
paid, what they deem overpaid and what they have already ‘recovered’ or taken back) 
 

Mark evidence documents with a code (e.g. A1) then add to notes /working sheet as 
reference / proof. Note that an error made in one year can ‘carry over’ to following 
years, i.e. if HMRC failed to update the system with a correct Change of Circumstance 
by the end of one year, they will probably have started the following year’s award using 
that wrong figure and pay out for the wrong amount until they catch up with themselves.  

 

Look through all the data for evidence of: 
• Notes and screen captures that confirm dates / ‘events’ / contact you say happened. 

There may be evidence that they did take that call from you, but it was not acted on 
or not calculated into your award early enough. 

 

• How many times has each year been ‘Finalised’? (A minor detail but they shouldn’t 
re-finalise each year more than once without warning you; it’s illegal.)  

• Do payments suddenly change? Like a recalculation has been done, even though 
they claim you didn’t notify them of any changes?  Use these changes to prove you 
did. Why would the payments change otherwise? 
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• Did payments go down after you reported COC's (ones they acknowledge you did 
report) because if not, they have caused an overpayment to increase further by 
failing to act on information you declared. 

 

• Where HMRC got the start figures for each new award from.  It was probably the last 
figure they used from the previous year – regardless of anything you told them since. 

 

• ‘Provisional payments’. When HMRC are running behind they pay out new claims on 
old data till they can catch up. Claimant didn’t supply the income information used 
for this purpose and should not be made responsible for it. It’s a huge risk to take 
and its HMRC taking that risk, not the claimant, who didn’t know this happened. 

 

• Manual payments or lump sums bigger than usual – these are notorious for being 
wrong.  Is there any indication of why this was paid – declared CoC’s acted on 
wrongly / income recorded wrongly etc? 

 
B) Now you have the data translated into date order and separate tax years, type it up, add 

context between relevant bits,  i.e. “because I had reported the change (and it’s 
appeared on screen notes / documents)  I believed the payments to be correct”;  or “I 
did not receive an award notice for this period”;  or “the error continued” etc.  

 
C) If you have experienced health problems during the time the overpayment occurred, 

either your own health or a family member’s that affected you, do please mention that in 
your case history. Tragedy, trauma, stress, hospital visits, can all impact on what 
expectations can be made of you during that period. Mental health is a common issue 
and one that people don’t raise, despite it having massive affects on how they can cope. 
A letter from your doctor would be very useful if your doctor was aware that you were 
experiencing these problems; either one that just states your diagnoses / symptoms or if 
possible (if you doctor is willing to be extra helpful) one that details the effects the illness 
had on you and what affects the continuing overpayment dispute is likely to have on 
you.  
 

D) Then sum up. When summing up your Case History / dispute / letter, if appropriate: 
- Request a Notional Entitlement assessment is done to reduce bill. Use this if whole 

or part of a year’s claim has been disallowed / annulled / cancelled due to wrong 
number of adults on the award.  

- Demand provisional payments are disclosed and written off as based on information 
you did not supply for that purpose. 

- Complain that payments should have been reduced in year to reduce overpayment. 
- Don’t say ‘I didn’t see forms before my wife / ex sent them in’ etc. Your name is on 

the award so it means they deem you had a responsibility to check it. 
- Tell HMRC they have instructions to be more lenient in disputes for the first two 

years of the system (03/04 & 04/05) due to the errors and complexity of the initial 
system. 

- Point out that because you are disputing the overpayment they should not attempt to 
recover it until the dispute is complete.  

- Make sure to stress that this is not only a complaint, but a dispute too. 
 

D) This case history / document can now be used as dispute content. If necessary just 
include a quick cover letter and carbon copy your MP in using HMRC/ MP/ AO cover 
letter templates (I).  
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Appendix H - HMRC Dispute cover letter template                                                   
 

(Your Address) 
 
                                                                             
   

(Date) 
 
 
 
2nd Tier Complaints Section, 
Tax Credit Office,  
Preston,  
PR1 OYP. 
 (Or the address on the latest HMRC response) 
 
Your Ref: (Your NI number) 
 
To whom it may concern,  
 
Please find enclosed my case history which forms the basis of my 2nd tier complaint and 
continued dispute regarding recovery of alleged overpaid Tax Credits. 
 
As you will see, it is not reasonable to hold me responsible for the overpayments as 
information I supplied was not acted on / HMRC made mistakes in calculating the award / I 
did not receive documents you claim I was sent (etc). 
 
Therefore, it is not reasonable for me to have known the payments were wrong. 
 
Appalling HMRC administration mean I intend to continuing disputing responsibility for this 
‘overpayment’. As such I am including my MP in this communication. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
(Signed) 
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Appendix I; HMRC/ MP/ AO cover letter template                                                          
 
 
 

(Your Address) 
 
                                                                             
         
 

(Date) 
 
 
 
(HMRC/MP/AO address) 
 
 
Ref (Your national insurance number) 
 
 
 
To X 
 
 
Please see the enclosed documents regarding my disputed overpayment and HMRC’s 
handling of my case.  
 
As you will see, it is not reasonable to hold me responsible for the overpayments as 
information I supplied was not acted on / HMRC made mistakes in calculating the award / I 
did not receive documents HMRC claim I was sent (etc). 
 
I am requesting that your department investigate my dispute on my behalf as I do not feel I 
have been treated reasonably. 
 
Can I also request that you contact HMRC and explain to them that they should not be 
threatening me with legal action or recovery when I have not yet been able to fulfil my right 
to exhaust the dispute process. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
(Signed) 
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Appendix J – AO Deadline complaint  
 

(Your address) 
 
 
 
 
(Date) 

The Adjudicator's Office 
8th Floor 
Euston Tower 
286 Euston Road 
London NW1 3US 
 
 
Your Ref:  
 

Complaint 
 
To the Adjudicator, 
 
Re: Your letter of DATE, received on DATE. 
 
Your given time limit to respond to HMRC’s report is unacceptable and punitive. 
 
I cannot meet this unreasonable deadline. Less than X weeks notice to produce a definitive 
response is not acceptable by any other agency, so why should you expect this of us.  
 
Indeed, it’s apparently taken HMRC X months to produce the report and it’s actually part of 
their job. 
 
The fact that you need to be reminded that you are dealing with members of the public, 
who have many other commitments, is distressing in the extreme. 
 
Between my own work and family commitments, and the existing obligations of my advisor, 
we will not be able to respond within less than 8 weeks of being notified. As such we aim to 
have a response for you by DATE.  
 
I trust you find this reasonable upon reflection. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
(Signed) 
................................................... 
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Appendix K  Client Case History working sheet  
Name; …………………….. 
           Tax Year 
 
Details 

03/04 
List evidence 

document details 

04/05 05/06 06/07 

1) Starting 
income used 

    

2) Fig 1 (above) 
supplied for 
which year? 

    

3) Actual income 
at start 

    

4) End of income 
figure used 

    

5) Fig 4 (above) 
supplied for 
which year? 

    

6) Actual end of 
income figure 
 

    

7) Any Changes 
of Circumstance? 
 
 
 
Declared? 

    

8) Errors?  
 
 
 
 
 

    

9) Overpayment 
amounts & dates 
 
 
 

    

10) Finalised 
when?  
 
 

    

11) Notes  
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